In the beginning, ambiguity was a refuge and a virtue. There were the 36 Fathers of Confederation, largely lawyers and businessmen, struggling to craft a constitution out of the conflicting demands of four provinces and two cultures. Throughout the dismal autumn of 1864, through hours of suspicion-tinged clashes, they carefully narrowed the focus of their talks from the visionary to the pragmatic. In the end, they left much out: they made no reference to two founding nations or equal provinces; they made no emphatic declaration on the strength of the central government; they did not incorporate an amending formula. Instead, they hammered out a minimal agreement on the division of powers and obligations—and on the composition of institutions. That agreement became the British North America (BNA) Act of 1867. Passed by the British Parliament, it outlined the bare structure of a new nation. The Fathers’ ambiguous legacy was at once glorious and unnerving. They created Canada—and 124 years of constitutional struggle.

The ambiguities and omissions haunt the history of Canada’s efforts to change its Constitution. Without an amending formula, changes to British legislation required the consent of the British Parliament. Without a clear constitutional vision, competing visions coexisted uneasily amid two unanswered—and perhaps unanswerable—questions: Did Canada evolve from two founding nations or four equal provinces? How powerful were those provinces and how strong was the central government? For the first 60 years of Canada’s existence, there were no formal constitutional talks—but a constant battle for power between the provinces and Ottawa punctuated the decades.

From 1927 until 1980, there were 10 unsuccessful attempts to bring the Constitution home from Westminster with an amending formula. The first efforts at constitutional reform often dealt with Ottawa’s demands for more power. By 1960, the focus had shifted. As the Quiet Revolution revitalized Quebec society, the Quebec government sought more economic and cultural powers, as well as the ability to pay for the exercise of those powers. Other provinces joined the chorus of demands.
for greater power. In a dramatic climax, Quebec was the sole province to withhold its consent when Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau engineered an agreement that brought the Constitution home in 1982 with an amending formula and a charter of rights, but without significant additional powers for Quebec.

Nine years later, the same themes that haunted the Fathers are still dividing their heirs. The 1990 failure of the Meech Lake accord, a constitutional package designed to win Quebec's consent to the new Constitution, vividly underlined the unsolved constitutional issues that riddle Canada's history. Canadians, in fact, are arguing about the same issues that the Fathers sidestepped with deft ambiguity. The litany is familiar: Should Quebec be considered a "distinct society" or one of 10 equal provinces? Do Canadians receive better representation through a strong central government or through stronger provincial governments? Should Canada find a better amending formula?

Adding to the controversy is the fact that the 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms gave new recognition to long-overlooked voices: Canada's aboriginals, women, multicultural groups. Those voices have added new and often competing claims to the constitutional cacophony. In response, the politicians and academics of 1991—like the representative members of the Maclean's forum at the Briars—have no simple constitutional prescriptions. Observed University of Toronto political scientist Richard Simeon: "Not only do we have to deal with the unresolved issues that we inherited from the past, but we also must resolve a host of new issues which generate new constitutional agendas. This immensely complicates the current debate—and the range of possible answers."

The roots of the current debate lie in the conflicting aims of Canada's original constitutional negotiators. Appalled by the ravages of the Civil War in the American federation, Sir John A. Macdonald, who became Canada's first prime minister, concluded that federations in themselves were divisive creations. The solution that he sought was a strong central government. His chief francophone ally, Sir George Etienne Cartier, wanted to honor Canada's "diversity of races" and to preserve Quebec's language and Roman Catholic schools. The BNA Act was their ambiguous compromise.

Ottawa took control of such critical areas as trade and commerce. In addition, the federal government could cancel provincial legislation or declare a provincial undertaking to be under federal jurisdiction because it was "for the general advantage." But there was a catch: Ottawa's blanket control over "peace, order and good government" could be countered by the provinces' almost equally open-ended control over property and civil rights. Still, Macdonald was satisfied: "We thereby strengthen the central Parliament and make Confederation one people and one government." Cartier, too, was pleased: "Under the new system, Lower Canada will have its local government and almost as much legislative power as formerly."

Throughout the next 124 years, the provinces and Ottawa wary circled their ambiguous Constitution, scuffling for power and money on various stages. They sought constitutional interpretations in the courts. They fought for their share of tax dollars. When Ottawa spent money on provincial affairs, the provinces tried to exclude Ottawa from administration of such programs—while keeping the money.

They faced off in formal constitutional talks. Less than 20 years after Confederation, the provinces found an unlikely champion. To Macdonald's chagrin, Canada's final court of appeal, the British Privy Council, began to limit federal power. In 1883, the council announced that "the local legislature is supreme and has the same authority as the Imperial Parliament or the Parliament of the Dominion would have under like circumstances." In that often rancorous climate, Quebec Premier Honore Mercier, with the support of Ontario Premier Oliver Mowat, hosted five of the then-seven premiers at an interprovincial conference in 1887. Their demands have a familiar ring: abolition of Ottawa's right to disallow provincial legislation; abolition of Ottawa's right to declare that provincial undertakings were in the national interest; the right to nominate half of the Senate's members; increased federal subsidies. Macdonald ignored them.

Nearly 40 years later, Great Britain encouraged Canada's first federal-provincial attempts at major constitutional reform. In 1926, the Balfour Declaration recognized that the dominions were independent countries. In response, a 1927 Canadian federal-provincial conference launched the search for an amending formula. The premiers were sharply divided. According to the official conference summary, some opponents went so far as to contend "that if Canada had the right of herself to amend her Constitution, all sorts of demands for changes would be made." Four years later, when the British Parliament was about to adopt the principles of the Balfour Declaration in the Statute of Westminster, the premiers and the Prime Minister tried again. They failed. Canada asked Britain to change the statute so that Britain retained the power to amend the Canadian Constitution.

Throughout the next three decades, the constitutional amendment issue was almost forgotten. The times were dramatic: the Depression; the Second World War; the postwar boom. In that climate, the extraordinary tug of war between Ottawa and the provinces was the stuff of legend, but it was largely waged on the judicial and fiscal fronts. Throughout the 1930s, as the Depression raged, Ottawa "disallowed" Alberta's bid to set monetary policy; the British Privy Council, in turn, ruled that Ottawa's proposed labor standards, its version of the American New Deal, were an intrusion on provincial powers. In wartime, Ottawa consolidated its fiscal strength, taking control over personal and corporate taxes, then transferring a portion of that revenue to the provinces.

In the postwar boom, throughout the late 1940s and the 1950s, Ottawa was a leader in the development of the welfare state, partly through direct programs such as unemployment insurance and partly through the device of shared-cost programs such as health insurance. Many provinces, including Ontario, resisted that intrusion of federal spending power. In the end, Quebec Premier Maurice Duplessis remained the sole dissenter: he refused to participate in several shared-cost programs, among them postsecondary funding. But because
Duplessis did not set up programs in competition with those of Ottawa, his opposition did not create significant national antagonism.

In 1935, Prime Minister Mackenzie King told the premiers that he would entertain proposals to amend the Constitution to extend Ottawa's authority to regulate wages and working conditions. The provinces largely ignored that offer. Instead, the federal government and eight of the nine existing provinces cobbled together an amending formula. When New Brunswick withheld its consent, the proposal was quietly shelved. In 1950, Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent and the premiers tried again to find an amending formula. They, too, failed.

That set the stage for the modern constitutional war. In June, 1960, the Liberals won the Quebec election—and the Quiet Revolution, Quebec's delayed entry into the modern world, was born. Ardently nationalistic, the new government wanted to use the Quebec government to defend francophone rights and interests. It shook off centuries of domination by the Roman Catholic Church and it concluded that the existing division of powers and financial arrangements did not allow Quebeckers to become "masters in our own house."

In 1964, Ottawa and the provinces concocted the Fulton-Favreau amending formula. Two years later, Quebec again withheld its consent, arguing that the formula was inflexible and that it could limit the province's struggle for more power. Observed the University of Toronto's Simeon: "Quebec did not really begin to make constitutional demands until the election of Premier Daniel Johnson in 1966. In part, Johnson's demands were a response to [then-federal Justice Minister] Trudeau's view on the transfer of tax points. Trudeau said that Quebec's emerging special status was a slippery slope to separatism and that there should be no more special treatment for one province. That stand helped to catapult Quebec's demands away from fiscal and policy issues onto a constitutional level."

There were four more unsuccessful attempts to bring home the Constitution between 1967 and 1980. As each attempt failed, and as Ottawa and the provinces waged increasingly bitter struggles over scarce fiscal resources, more provinces, such as Alberta and Newfoundland, supported Quebec's demand for more powers. The pattern was set:
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In 1964, at a stormy federal-provincial meeting, Premier Jean Lesage forced Ottawa to accept Quebec's withdrawal from several federal-provincial cost-sharing programs, such as hospital insurance, but to provide critical financial compensation. As a result, Quebec "opted out": Ottawa gave 44 per cent of the personal income tax collected within the province to Quebec, while the other provinces received only 20 per cent. Lesage also won the right to establish a Quebec pension plan.

Meanwhile, constitutional reform remained stalled. In 1990, Ottawa and the provinces drafted the so-called Fulton amending formula, which included provisions for each level of government to delegate power to the other. The ensuing draft bill did not receive unanimous approval, largely because the Quebec government feared that its fellow provinces would delegate power whenever Ottawa suggested new social programs—because Ottawa had the ability to pay for those programs. If Quebec wanted to run its own competing programs, there was no guarantee that it would receive federal funds. As a result, Quebec feared the new amending formula would bring two unpalatable choices: cede power to Ottawa or remain isolated, unable to pay for social benefits for its citizens that would become available elsewhere—funded by Ottawa.

In 1964, Ottawa and the provinces concocted the Fulton-Favreau amending formula. Two years later, Quebec again withheld its consent, arguing that the formula was inflexible and that it could limit the province's struggle for more power. Observed the University of Toronto's Simeon: "Quebec did not really begin to make constitutional demands until the election of Premier Daniel Johnson in 1966. In part, Johnson's demands were a response to [then-federal Justice Minister] Trudeau's view on the transfer of tax points. Trudeau said that Quebec's emerging special status was a slippery slope to separatism and that there should be no more special treatment for one province. That stand helped to catapult Quebec's demands away from fiscal and policy issues onto a constitutional level."
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Meanwhile, constitutional reform remained stalled. In 1990, Ottawa and the provinces drafted the so-called Fulton amending formula, which included provisions for each level of government to delegate power to the other. The ensuing draft bill did not receive unanimous approval, largely because the Quebec government feared that its fellow provinces would delegate power whenever Ottawa suggested new social programs—because Ottawa had the ability to pay for those programs. If Quebec wanted to run its own competing programs, there was no guarantee that it would receive federal funds. As a result, Quebec feared the new amending formula would bring two unpalatable choices: cede power to Ottawa or remain isolated, unable to pay for social benefits for the provinces tugged; Prime Minister Trudeau tugged back. In 1971, after four years of negotiations, Ottawa and the provinces produced a major package to patriate the Constitution with an amending formula and a bill of rights.

A week later, Quebec backed away from the proposal, arguing that there was no constitutional guarantee of financial compensation if the province substituted its own social programs for federal-provincial shared-cost programs. In 1975, Trudeau said that Ottawa and the premiers should concentrate on the quest for an amending formula and several additional guarantees of language rights. The premiers replied that they could not agree on a patriation package that did not involve transfers of federal authority to the provinces.

In the third round, from October, 1978, to February, 1979, there was an agenda of 14 items including resource ownership, communications, a charter of rights, the amending formula and Ottawa's spending power. There was no agreement. There were deep divisions between Ottawa and the provinces, and among the provinces themselves. Fifteen months later, Quebecers rejected independence, or sovereignty-association, by
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current formula, Peter Meekison, a University of Alberta vice-president, countered that the formula was flexible. He pointed out that many Meech Lake provisions did not require unanimity: Ottawa could have proclaimed them. But Meekison said that large amendment packages may require a different formula—perhaps a constitutional referendum.

The distinct society: Quebec insists that any future constitutional arrangement must recognize that it constitutes a "distinct society." That insistence stems from the conviction that Confederation represented a treaty between two founding nations—and that Quebec has the right to preserve and promote its distinctiveness. In contrast, in the so-called Rest of Canada, the phrase often provokes anger: many Canadians contend that equality of the provinces is a fundamental principle of Confederation.

In fact, the ambiguous BNA Act makes no such claim. Provinces have often received different rights and different obligations: New Brunswick and Nova Scotia received more Senate seats than the western provinces; initially, bilingual rights applied only to the legislature of Quebec. Still, as University of Prince Edward Island political scientist David Milne observed, "The Canadian federation has seen a steady and growing movement towards [the equality principle]." Those conflicting views are probably the greatest barrier to agreement on a constitutional package.

Division of powers: The Quebec Liberal party now demands that Quebec receive exclusive authority over 22 areas of jurisdiction, including culture, manpower, language, communications and regional development. In response, suggestions have varied dramatically: centralize, decentralize, "rebalance," special powers for Quebec. At the root of the problem is the fact that Canadians are probably unwilling to establish special status for Quebec; they are probably equally unwilling to accept massive decentralization to all provinces. Some academics, such as University of Western Ontario political scientist Robert Young, have suggested that Ottawa transfer jurisdiction over language, culture and communications to the provinces. That might ease Quebec’s concerns about the preservation of its language and culture. Other academics, including University of Toronto law professor Michael Trebilcock, have called for a “rebalancing” of Confederation in which social, language and cultural policies would be decentralized to the provinces while economic powers would be centralized.

Prince Edward Island’s Milne had one of the more innovative recommendations: give concurrent jurisdiction in many fields to both Ottawa and the provinces to ensure that each province has equal powers. Provincial laws would have precedence in those fields over federal laws. Some provinces, said Milne, would likely choose to ignore their new powers, while others would use them to legislate according to their own needs, effectively shutting out Ottawa. But all provinces would remain theoretically equal. (Canada now has only three areas of concurrent jurisdiction: agriculture, immigration and pensions.)

Ottawa crowd celebrates new charter, April 17, 1982: power

Bourassa invoked the so-called notwithstanding clause to restrict the individual right to freedom of expression so that he could limit the use of English on commercial signs. To many Quebecers, Bourassa was simply protecting collective rights. To many charter groups, such as women and natives, now have a fervent interest in upholding their individual rights. In contrast, Quebec society has a historical attachment to its collective rights. The original BNA Act and the charter itself, in fact, recognize collective rights.

The two views clashed in 1988 when Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa invoked the so-called notwithstanding clause to restrict the individual right to freedom of expression so that he could limit the use of English on commercial signs. To many Quebecers, Bourassa was simply protecting collective rights. To many charter groups, he was violating individual rights. As well, the premier has insisted that the charter cannot take precedence over a future distinct society clause.

Those issues haunt Canada’s past, its present and its future. Since the proclamation of the British North America Act, they have underscored the struggle for power and money at the constitutional bargaining table, in the courts and during the division of the taxation revenues. Canadians may not solve those problems during the upcoming round of constitutional talks. The demands are numerous and conflicting; the divisions are deep. Still, as Canadians wrestle, once again, with familiar themes, they do it in the knowledge that 124 years of constitutional bickering did not prevent 124 years of often prosperous and sometimes proud nationhood.
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